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We conducted micromagnetic numerical studies on the strong radiation of spin waves (SWs) produced
by the magnetic-field-induced reversal of a magnetic vortex core, as well as their wave behaviors in
magnetic nanowires. It was found that the radial SWs can be emitted intensively from a vortex core in a
circular dot by virtue of localized large torques employed at the core, and then can be injected into a long
nanowire via their contact. These SWs exhibit wave characteristics such as propagation, reflection,
transmission, interference, and dispersion. These results offer a preview of the generation, delivery, and
manipulation of SWs in magnetic elements, which are applicable to information-signal processing in
potential SW devices.
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Spin-wave (SW) excitations in bulk or thin-film ferro-
magnets have long been fundamentally interesting topics
in the research area of magnetism [1,2]. In particular, SWs
in nanodots, nanowires, and etc., are of revived interest,
both theoretically and experimentally, due to progress in
submicron (or less) sized sample preparations [3], as well
as to the different underlying physics of nanosize elements
from that of bulk magnets. Considerable progress in the
understanding of spin excitation spectra in confined ge-
ometries has been achieved by theoretical approaches,
micromagnetic simulations, and sub-ns time-resolving
and sub-�m space-resolving measurement techniques.
For example, for magnetically saturated elements, not
only fundamentals such as the dispersion relation of SWs
are derived [4,5], but their propagation, reflection, and
tunneling are also verified by various measurement tech-
niques [5–7]. Furthermore, using a magnetic vortex (MV)
state in submicron-size elements, the SW modes over the
vortex ground state as well as translational vortex motion
in the low-frequency regime have been explored by theo-
retical predictions [8] and experimental verifications [9].

Quite recently, SWs propagating at speeds � 1:0 km=s
through magnetic nanowire-waveguides (MNWs) have be-
gun to attract considerable attention from the viewpoint of
their promising applications for a new paradigm of logic
devices [10]. In such devices, information signals can be
generated by SW excitations from a local area, and then
delivered by propagating SWs through MNWs, and finally
manipulated via the superposition. However, the device
conception of Ref. [10] assumes only small-amplitude
SWs. The signal propagation in SW-based devices is
much faster than in newly designed logic devices based
on domain-wall propagation [11]. To make SWs applicable
practically, it is thus crucially important to excite SWs with
sufficiently large amplitudes from a local area like
electromagnetic-wave radiation [12], as well as to confirm
the fundamental wave behaviors of the SWs propagating
along MNWs. In this letter, we report the finding of a

simple, but novel and controllable method of reliable gen-
eration of strong SWs detectable as signals by using a MV
core that is a unique ground state in submicron-size mag-
netic elements. We also report on the wave behaviors of
SWs injected into MNWs, such as their propagation, re-
flection, transmission, interference, and dispersion, as
studied by micromagnetic simulations.

Micromagnetic simulation is one of the most optimal
tools, and is particularly efficacious in the study of the spin
dynamics of dipole-exchange SWs in patterned elements
[13], compared with current experimental techniques that
are deficient in detecting SWs of wavelengths smaller than
�50 nm, and compared with analytic approaches that are
unsuitable for considering exchange and dipolar interac-
tions simultaneously in restricted geometries [4,14]. In the
micromagnetic approach, the dynamics of the magnetiza-
tion (M) distribution within a magnet is described by the
Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation of motion [15],
@M=@t � ���M�Heff� � �=Ms�M� @M=@t�, Ms �
jMj with the phenomenological damping constant � and
the gyromagnetic ratio �. M�x; t� at the position x pre-
cesses around the direction of an effective field (Heff)
under effective torque (M�Heff) contributed by the ex-
change, magnetic dipolar, and Zeeman interactions. With
advanced computer capability, micromagnetic simulations
provide not only sufficient temporal and spatial resolutions
but also vectorial information on dipole-exchange SWs.

In the present study [16], we used a model system
consisting of a circular shaped, 10 nm thick Permalloy
(Py) dot with a radius of 150 nm connected to a Py nano-
wire of width w � 30 nm and length l � 700 nm, as seen
in Fig. 1(a). We used two-dimensional (2D) LLG approach
instead of a 3D case [17], because the former is sufficient to
have reliable results in such magnetic elements of thick-
ness comparable to the exchange length and allows us to
reduce calculation time. The equilibrium configuration of
M�x� was the ground vortex state in the geometry with
zero magnetic field as shown in Fig. 1(a) [18], and then was
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perturbed by a sinusoidal field pulse, applied only to the
circular dot along the�y direction. The resultant temporal
evolution of spin excitations, triggered by a field amplitude
Ha, is displayed in the first row of Fig. 1(b). The temporal
variation of the local M from the initial MV state (at t �
0 ns) showed that the radial SWs are generated from the
MV core. To understand how the SW modes are excited,
the snapshot images of the spatial distribution of the out-
of-plane (z) components of the local torque, �z �
�M=Ms �Heff� 	 êz, and the time dependence of the �z
at the core only were calculated [the second row of
Figs. 1(b) and 1(c), respectively]. During the time duration
from t � 0:12 to 0.17 ns the MV core is dynamically
reversed from the �z to �z direction. Although the exact
mechanism of the core reversal is not identified here, it is
evident that the core reversal is related to the strong dis-
tortions of the profile of the Mz of the moving vortex
[Fig. 1(b)]. The value of �z, which is strongly localized
in the core region, increases remarkably before reaching its
maximum at t � 0:17 ns, whereupon the SW radiation is
also maximized. After the field pulse is turned off, the
largest torque is reduced (see images for t � 1:0 ns), and
hence the excited MV with its reversed core orientation
becomes stable (see the movie file [19]). Thus, the MV
core plays a crucial role of the radiation source of the SWs.

To elucidate the mechanism by which the radiated SWs
are injected from the dot into MNWs as well as their
subsequent wave behaviors, the mode spectra in the fre-

quency (f) domain were plotted along the x axis at y �
0 nm for both the circular dot and the MNW [see Fig. 2(a)].
These cases in which the SW radiation is triggered by
different values of Ha (100, 300, and 500 Oe, represented
by rows 1, 2, and 3, respectively) have some common fea-
tures. Since the SWs that are able to exist in such a finite-
size dot have quantized wavelengths, �n (n � 1; 2; . . . )
[20], they have various radial nodes depending on their f
[see the left column of Fig. 2(a)]. As n increases from 1 to
4, fn increases monotonically [20], such that f1 � 8, f2 �
13, f3 � 15, and f4 � 19 GHz, regardless of the magni-
tude of Ha. However, the increasing Ha leads to the in-
crease of the amplitude of the radiated SWs over the entire
f range. The characteristic fast-Fourier transform (FFT)
power distributions of the local Mz=Ms in the circular dot
for the quantized values of fn are shown in Fig. 2(b).

The f spectra of the SWs injected from the dot into the
MNW show a forbidden band for f < fp;Py � 14 GHz, the
value of which corresponds to the minimum f of the SW
modes that are allowed to propagate through the Py nano-
wire of the given dimension. Those SWs of n � 1 and 2
excited within the circular dot (f < fp;Py � 14 GHz) are
not allowed to have real wave vector values to satisfy the
dispersion of SWs existing within the Py MNW.
Consequently, they do not propagate through the MNW,
but, on the contrary, are reflected backwards into the
circular dot. Thus, standing SWs with various radial nodes
are formed within the dot, as mentioned above. By con-
trast, SWs of n � 3; 4; 5; . . . (i.e., f > fp;Py � 14 GHz)
propagate well through the entire length of the MNW and
approach its end. Then, they are reflected backwards,
thereby producing a definite pattern of standing waves
due to the superposition of the forward and backward
traveling SWs, as is evidenced by the number of nodes of
�=2 length along the x axis near the right-side end.

Figure 2(c) illustrates the dispersion relations, f vs kx,
the longitudinal component of the wave vector � �

�kx; ky�, for the SWs traveling within the MNW. For each
of the different Ha values, three distinct modes are ob-
served, as indicated by the three different-colored lines
marked in Fig. 2(c). In the region of f>fp;Py�14 GHz,
two different concave-up curves (marked as the black and
red lines) appear, indicating that there are strong disper-
sions between f and kx for the SWs traveling along the
long axis of the MNW. The cases kx > 0 and kx < 0
correspond to the SWs traveling forward and backward,
respectively. kx can be considered to be quasicontinuous
due to the sufficiently long MNW. The primary concave
branch (the black line) above fp;Py � 14 GHz corresponds
to the SWs traveling primarily along the x axis, that is,
having the minimal value of the ky. The value of ky is
quantized due to the pinning on the stripe lateral edges
y � 
w=2 [21]. The corresponding SW-mode profiles,
eigenfrequencies, and effective pinning were calculated
for thin stripes (L=w� 1) in Ref. [21]. Our case, with
thickness L � 10 nm and w � 30 nm, is more compli-

 

FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Patterned 10 nm thick Py film model,
composed of a circular dot of diameter 300 nm and a MNW of
30 nm wide and 700 nm length. The colors represent the in-plane
orientations of the local M, as indicated by the color-coded
wheel. The inset shows an applied magnetic field pulse that is
sinusoidal with the period of 0.2 ns and Ha � 300 Oe. (b) Per-
spective-view images of the spatial distributions of Mz=Ms and
�z at the indicated times, 0.08–1.00 ns. (c) Temporal variation of
�z applied to the core region during its dynamic reversal. The
vertical lines indicate the times noted in (b).
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cated because the exchange interaction cannot be ignored
and L=w� 1. The approximate dispersion relation [4] is
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where !H � �Hin, !M � 4��Ms, Le � �A=2�M2
s �
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the exchange length, and �2

m � k2
x � k

2
y;m is the in-plane

wave vector. The internal field Hin is equal to zero every-
where in the stripe except in the region �L near its edges.

The Eq. (1) is an increasing function of kx for suffi-
ciently large values of kx � 0:05 nm�1 [see Fig. 2(c)]. For
the given value of kx, the value of !m is quantized and can
be approximately described according to the discrete val-
ues of the ky;m, where m � 1, 2, etc. To estimate the
forbidden f gap in Figs. 2(a) and 2(c), we inputted !H �
0, kx � 0 (neglecting the localized modes along the x axis),
and m � 1 into Eq. (1), leading to
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(2)

It is evident from Eq. (2) that the gap f,!1�0� / Ms, has
an exchange-dipolar origin and is not equal to zero, due to
ky;1 � 0. The estimation of ky1 on the basis of the pinning
parameter [21] yields the value ky;1 � 0:065 nm�1 or
ky;1w � 1:94. The calculation by Eq. (2), fp;Py �

!1�0�=2� � 17:2 GHz, is in reasonably good agreement
with micromagnetic simulations (fp;Py � 14 GHz). The
exchange interaction reduces the pinning parameter for
MNWs with L� Le [21]. Based on the above analytical
approach, we can interpret the dispersion relations in the

following manner. Each minor branch (the red line),
whether, according to Ha, it is strong or extremely weak,
is associated with the SWs traveling dominatingly along
the y axis in the MNW, because it is of finite width w �
30 nm. The exchange energy contributes considerably to
the transverse mode (kx � 0) frequencies, which are rap-
idly increasing with increasing quantized ky;m. Hence, the
secondary SW branch (m � 2) has essentially higher fs
than the primary SW branch (m � 1). In contrast to these
concave branches, flat branches (the purple line) prevailing

 

FIG. 3 (color online). (a) Heterogeneous structure of the
Py=Fe=Py MNW with a total length of 700 nm, where an Fe
segment with different lengths, �xFe � 0, 20, 100, and 400 nm,
is inserted from the position x � 450 nm. (b) The f power
spectra along the x axis at y � 0 in the different waveguides.
The first, second, third, and last rows correspond to �xFe � 0,
20, 100, and 400 nm, respectively.
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FIG. 2 (color online). (a) f spectral images along the x axis with y � 0, obtained from the FFT of the Mz=Ms oscillations in the
circular dot (left column) and the MNW (right column). (b) The FFT power distributions of the local Mz=Ms for fn � 8, 13, 15, 19, 22,
and 26 GHz. (c) Dispersion relations of the SWs traveling only within the MNW (150< x< 850 nm) along the x axis at y � 0. The
first, second, and third rows correspond to Ha � 100, 300, and 500 Oe, respectively. The gray-colored dashed lines stand for each
value of fn. The black-, red-, and purple-colored solid lines are marked to display the three different regions mentioned in the text.
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over a wide range of kx appear in the region of f < fp;Py �

14 GHz, which corresponds to strongly spatially localized
modes at the nanowire-end edge. The ripple contrast
(which is extremely weak, we note the logarithm scale)
at the bottom of Fig. 2(c) is a fundamental property of SWs
in restricted geometry. There are few low-f modes in the
excitation spectrum of magnetic wires. The corresponding
eigenmodes are localized near the edges and cannot be
adequately described by a single kx value (see Refs. [5,6]).
Although all the three branches are commonly observed,
their FFT powers vary significantly withHa, in accordance
with the allowed and dominant SW modes.

Next, we examine the wave behavior of SWs traveling
through Py1�300 nm�=Fe��xFe nm�=Py2�400� �xFe nm�
[22] [see Fig. 3(a)], where �xFe is the length of the Fe
segment, such as 0, 20, 100, and 400 nm. The Fe and Py
segments are saturated along the x direction, thereby lo-
cally inducing a higher f gap in the Fe than in the Py1

segment. Figure 3(b) shows the resultant SW power spec-
tra, with each �xFe, along the x axis at y � 0 nm in the
heterostructures. The f gap of Py1 reaches fp;Py �

14 GHz. In contrast, as �xFe increases, the f gap in the
Fe becomes higher, ultimately reaching fp;Fe � 24 GHz,
which is the minimum f of allowable SW modes propagat-
ing along the Fe segment [23]. We note that the ratio of the
f gaps for Fe and Py MNWs is 1.71, and is approximately
equal to the ratio ofMs;Fe=Ms;Py � 1:98, in agreement with
approximate equation (2).

The SW power spectra in Py2 for the case of fp;Py <
f < fp;Fe are quite different for each �xFe. Since the f gap
of Fe is higher than that of Py, the SWs arriving at the
Py1=Fe interface are partially transmitted through it and
partially reflected backwards with a reduced amplitude, as
seen for �xFe � 20 nm. When �xFe is sufficiently long,
the forward traveling SWs are totally attenuated within the
Fe segment and, thus, entirely reflected backward from the
Py1=Fe interface [Figs. 3(b-3) and 3(b-4)]. This reflection
becomes strong with decreasing f in the region of fp;Py <
f < fp;Fe. By contrast, in the cases of f > fp;Fe �

24 GHz, the SWs are transmitted intensively through the
Fe segment and then propagate well inside Py2 or the entire
Fe region, independently of the value of �xFe.
Consequently, we note that the lower-f SWs existing in
Py can be filtered out by the sufficiently long Fe segment.

In conclusion, we (i) demonstrate, for the fist time,
the radiation behavior of SWs produced from a MV core
associated with its reversal, (ii) show the injection be-
havior of SWs from a circular dot into a MNW, and
(iii) verify how to control the frequencies of SWs using
MNW heterostructures. All of the three points are crucially
important for future technological applications to SW de-
vices, including logic devices, with regard to the genera-
tion, delivery, and control of information signals,
respectively. These are also the key points in understanding
the fundamental wave properties of SWs in restricted
geometry.
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